
Motion to Hampshire Area 2017 AGM for an amendment to the Area Constitution.

The amendment to the Area Constitution proposed below has already been agreed by
the Ramblers Board of Trustees.  To take effect it needs the agreement of the Area AGM.

The amendment is necessary in order to make our current arrangements consistent with
the Area constitution.

The Motion:

That the Area Constitution – December 2007 version – be amended to add in Paragraph 7(1) after
the word “Secretary” the words “Area Footpath Officer, Area Access Officer and Area Walking
Environment Officer” and to add a Paragraph 8A as follows.

“There shall be a Footpath, Access and Walking Environment Sub-Committee (“FPAWE”) as a
sub-committee of the Hampshire Area Council (“HAC”) of the Hampshire Area of the Ramblers.

The FPAWE shall provide advice and guidance to HAC on all Footpath, Access and Walking
Environment matters in the Area.

Membership of the FPAWE shall consist of the Area Footpath Officer and Area Access Officer and
Area Walking Environment Officer; the Footpath Officer, Access Officer and Walking Environment
Officer appointed in accordance with the constitution of each Ramblers Group, and a representative
of each Affiliated Group within the Area.

The FPAWE shall have power to co-opt up to five additional members as it sees fit.

After each Area Annual General Meeting the FPAWE shall appoint for the forthcoming year a
Chairperson from within its membership. 

The FPAWE shall appoint a Secretariat from amongst its members (normally the Area Footpath
Officer, the Area Access Officer and the Area Walking Environment Officer) to administer its
business for the forthcoming year. 

The Secretariat shall have power to co-opt up to five additional members as it sees fit.

The responsibility of the FPAWE is to carry forward in the Area the Ramblers charitable objectives
relating to rights of way, access to the countryside and the protection and enhancement of the
walking environment.

The delegated responsibilities are to be primarily carried out by co-ordinating the work of the
individual Groups in the Area and by making representations on behalf of the HAC to the highway
and local planning authorities, to Ramblers Central Office and to other external bodies where
appropriate.


